ABSTRACT Bayesian knowledge tracing (BKT), which is used to diagnose examinees' knowledge state quantitatively, plays an important role in intelligent tutoring systems. Unfortunately, the temporal difference information of performance data, namely development of cognitive level, is not considered in BKT model, resulting in obvious cognitive diagnosis deviation. To eliminate the defect of BKT model so as to achieve accurate cognitive diagnosis, we proposed a temporal difference Bayesian knowledge tracing model (TD-BKT) to incorporate temporal difference information into knowledge tracing. Our model extracts temporal difference information by detecting cognitive inflection points where examinees' cognitive level changes a lot, and then integrates those information into refined BKT model to quantify knowledge state accurately. Experiments were done on Junyi academy math practicing log dataset, comparing diagnostic precision of knowledge state between TD-BKT model and existing knowledge tracing models. The result turns out that our proposed TD-BKT model shows great improvement in assessing online examinees' knowledge state quantitatively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Educational data mining [1] - [3] such as MOOCs and ITSs(Intelligent Tutoring Systems) etc. plays an important role in improving cognitive level for online examinees, where knowledge tracing is the most crucial step. Knowledge tracing, also known as cognitive diagnosis, aiming at discovering the latent factor/characteristics of online examinees, is widely used in ITSs [4] , [5] to help online examinees plan their learning courses. Figure 1 shows the workflow of ITS, including three steps:
• Collecting performance data. The performance data are usually interaction results that online examinees have performed on exercise problems, including problem difficulty, exercising time span and any other factors that could reflect online examinees' cognitive level as well.
• Cognitive diagnosis. Based on collected performance data, ITSs are required to conduct cognitive diagnosis intelligently so as to find the defects within online examinees' knowledge skill. Usually machine learning and artificial intelligence are the mainstream methods in implementing cognitive diagnosis. • Remediation. After cognitive diagnosis, some hint/ suggest messages or adaptive exercise problems are recommended to online examinees in order to make up for the knowledge deficiency. Among all these steps, it's of vital importance for ITSs to recognize online examinees' cognitive level accurately so as to contribute their further improvement. Even though learning process is dynamic, existing knowledge tracing researches ignore temporal difference information from performance data, leading to large deviation in cognitive diagnosis. Our main contribution lies in incorporating those information into knowledge tracing to make cognitive diagnosis more accurate. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces some related works about knowledge tracing. Section 3 describes some preliminary knowledge about bayesian knowledge tracing. Section 4 firstly analyzed the drawbacks of BKT model and then describes details of our proposed temporal difference bayesian knowledge tracing model. Section 5 compares our proposed model with existing knowledge tracing methods and gives some explanations about the results. Section 6 concludes.
II. RELATED WORKS
A rich body of work has explored various ways to achieve accurate cognitive diagnosis, which could be divided into two categories: bayesian based methods and matrix factorization based methods. Bayesian knowledge tracing, shorted in BKT, was firstly introduced by Corbett and Anderson [6] to describe development of specific skill for online examinees. Mostow et al. achieved considerable improvement by using logistic regression to trace multiple sub-skills in a dynamic bayes net [7] . Hawkins et al. [8] gave an empirical method to learn parameters of BKT model, which achieves similar diagnostic precision but with less time. Gonzãlez-Brenes et al. [9] integrated general features into knowledge tracing by using logistic probability distribution instead of probability distribution table, and came up with EM with features algorithm to learn model parameters, implementing a cognitive model named FAST whose performance improves a lot. Thai-Nghe et al. [10] improved predictive results by using over-sampling technique as well as cost-sensitive learning to tackle class unbalance problem. Pinto et al. [11] discovered and measured students' ability and skills by creating concept maps. Wu et al. [12] introduced a fuzzy cognitive diagnosis framework to predict examinees' performance. Matrix factorization based method was firstly proposed by Toscher and Jahrer [13] who adopted singular value decomposition(SVD) to make cognitive diagnosis. Further, Desmarais [14] inferred the Q-matrix by using nonnegative matrix factorization. ThaiNghe et al [15] utilized tensor factorization for forecasting examinees' performance. Thai-Nghe et al. [15] exploited multiple relationships of performance data by using multirelational matrix factorization to improve prediction results.
In spite of importance of previous studies, there are still some limitations in existing knowledge tracing methods. For instance, the matrix factorization based method shows simple way to assess knowledge state for online examinees, but the diagnostic result is hard to be interpreted. Meanwhile, this method could only show static diagnostic result of knowledge state but not describe the development of cognitive level dynamically. Bayesian knowledge tracing avoids this by using sequence model and achieves better result, but it does not take deep consideration into temporal difference information of performance data (items in different time shows different importance to examinees' knowledge state). And this negligence of temporal difference information will cause obvious deviation when assessing examinees' knowledge state. Considering above, in order to achieve dynamically accurate assessment of knowledge state for online examinees, temporal difference information of performance data should be integrated into knowledge tracing model. Towards this goal, there are two challenges: How to extract temporal difference information from performance data? How to incorporate those information into knowledge tracing model? To conquer these challenges, we proposed a temporal difference bayesian knowledge tracing model(TD-BKT model). Firstly, a cognitive inflection points detection algorithm is proposed to analyse the development of cognitive level and extract temporal difference information from performance data. Then the extracted temporal difference information is incorporated into BKT model to assess examinees' knowledge state dynamically.
III. PRELIMINARY
Bayesian knowledge tracing model [16] , [17] is a kind of probabilistic graphical models composed of four kinds of nodes: hidden nodes, observed nodes, feature nodes and subskill nodes. As shown in Figure 2 , the white hidden nodes represent examinee's knowledge state which could not be observed directly, and the grey observed nodes represent examinee's interaction results with ITSs which could only be observed in training phrase. The dark subskill nodes and feature nodes are optional which can be observed both in training and test phrase. P trans represents the transition probability from knowledge state in time T to knowledge state in time T + 1 and P emis represents the emission probability from knowledge state to observed state in time T . It becomes a standard HMM model [18] when ignoring those dark nodes, under which case ExpectationMaximization(EM) algorithm [19] is often used to learn parameters of BKT model while costing a lot of time. P trans , P emis and P i are essential parameters in BKT model, whose relationship could be illustrated in Figure 3 . P 0 and P 1 are parameters representing initial knowledge state of specific skill. P 0 represents the probability of not mastering the skill(unknown state) while P 1 represents the probability of mastering the skill(known state) from the very beginning. P k2unk and P unk2k are transition probability representing probability transformed from unknown state to known state and otherwise. Emission probability are composed of P slip and P guess , in which the first one is the probability examinee answers incorrectly given mastering skill and the other is the probability examinee guesses correctly under condition that not mastering the skill. EM algorithm maximizes probability of performance data through iterations, and the objective function for BKT model could be shown as follows:
where O represents performance sequence data, namely training results examinees interact with ITSs. λ is parameter sets, composed of initial probability, transition probability and emission probability. EM algorithm solves the objective function in two steps iteratively: E-step: This step defines Q function, which aims at maximizing expectation logarithm likelihood of performance data given parameters learned from the last iteration. The Q function could be formulated as follows:
where I represents hidden knowledge state sequence,λ represents the parameters learned from the last iteration. M-step: According to bayes' theorem, P(I , O|λ) could be illustrated as follows:
After incorporating formula(3) into Q function, lagrange multiplier method is used to optimize objective function Q. Through iterations of E-step and M-step, the parameter set λ will reach a steady state, which is a solution to BKT model. Given finally learned parameter set λ, the knowledge state sequence for online examinee could be represented as {K s 1 ,. . . ,K s i ,. . . ,K s n }, and K s i is the knowledge state in time i, calculated as follows:
where s is knowledge state for online examinees and n is the number of performance data.
IV. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we firstly analyzed the drawbacks of BKT model from theoretical perspective, and then proposed a TD-BKT model to overcome those drawbacks through data slicing based on cognitive inflection points detection, so as to extract temporal difference information from performance sequence data. Lastly, we shows how to integrate temporal difference information into knowledge tracing.
A. ANALYSIS OF BKT
Forward-Backward algorithm [20] is an instance of EM algorithm in solving parameters of BKT model, and the results for transition probability and emission probability in BKT model are shown separately as follows:
where
is the probability of knowledge state i in time t and knowledge state j in time t + 1 given performance sequence data and initial parameter set. γ t (i) = P(i t = q i |O, λ) is the probability of knowledge state i in time t given performance sequence data and initial parameters. Figure 4 shows intuition about the calculation process for model parameters. From this figure, it is easy to find that the transition probability is calculated by summing up all ξ t (i, j) without differentiating the importance of ξ t (i, j) in different time.It is the same for emission probability calculated by summing up all γ t (j) whose state change from j to k without time discrimination. The calculation process just focuses on the FIGURE 4. Calculation process for emission probability and transition probability in BKT.
final summation result without considering the difference that each part shows during cognitive diagnosis. From a general intuitive, knowledge state transition near to ''NOW'' should be focused on much more attention when assessing examinee's cognitive level because those data could reflect examinee's current cognitive level effectively. The history information will affect a lot on the current cognitive diagnosis assessment if it is not differentiated with time, especially when the accuracy ratio of performance data fluctuates a lot.
After analysing the drawback of BKT model, we shows an intuitive example about drawback of BKT model in predicting examinee's performance. As shown in Figure 5 , there are two kinds of performance data: Data1 and Data2, each of which is split into two parts. The first half of Data1 are all 0 and the last half are all 1, and Data2 is inverse to Data1. Those two kinds of data are common in ITSs, where Data1 usually means examinee is new to some skills at first, and he masters it after some practices. Data2 means examinee masters some skills at first, and he forgets it when he does not practice it for a long time. Those two performance data shows opposite knowledge tracing development and we compare the difference for transition probability matrix(TM-Diff) and emission probability matrix(EM-Diff) separately on those two performance data, whose calculation metrics are shown as follows:
FIGURE 5. Example data (Two totally inverse performance data used to illustrate the drawbacks of BKT). Figure 6 shows the 2-Norm of difference matrix on transition probability matrix and emission probability matrix with varying length of performance data. From this figure, it is easy to find BKT model gives almost same parameters on totally opposite performance data, which means that BKT could not discriminate those two kinds of performance data, especially when performance data is very long. Because of the same parameters, BKT model will give the same assessment of cognitive diagnosis shown in formula (4). This is unreasonable to give same cognitive diagnosis results on two totally opposite performance data.
The reason lies in that the calculation for transition probability and emission probability does not consider the difference performance data in different time shows, namely the temporal difference information of performance data. In order to overcome the drawbacks of BKT, we need to FIGURE 6. Difference of emission probability and transition probability along with length of performance data.
extract those information from performance data to discriminate the importance of data along with time.
B. DATA SLICING
Temporal information of performance data reflects the truth that data in different time range shows different accuracy ratio and cognitive level at the same time. According to Item Response Theory [21] , [22] , the probability of answering problem item correctly for an examinee could be formulated as follows:
where d is difficulty parameter, a is discrimination parameter, g is guessing parameter and θ is the cognitive level for the specific examinee. Figure 7 tells the meaning of each parameter. From a general intuition, the higher cognitive level an examinee owns, the greater probability he will answer correctly. If the cognitive level for an online examinee VOLUME 6, 2018 remains steady, the probability of answering correctly will remain steady, and the slope of accuracy ratio will remain steady at the same time. While if examinee's cognitive level changed, the accuracy ratio will changed at the same time, which will induce the situation similar to the example data in section 3.1. so accuracy ratio is the signal for splitting performance data to extract temporal difference information. Figure 8 gives intuition about how accuracy ratio reflects the development of cognitive level [23] . From the very beginning, the examinee knows nothing about the skill, so the accuracy ratio is very low. And then the examinee masters the skill to some extent, the accuracy ratio begins to increase in a steady speed during the first two stage. Stage II reflects that the cognitive level begins to decrease when encounters complex problems and the last stage reflects that when the examinee masters the skill, the accuracy ratio increases again. In order to give correct assessment for cognitive level, those cognitive inflection points need to be detected to extract temporal difference information from performance data. Given performance data {o i |o i = 0 or 1, i = 1, . . . , N }, we proposed an cognitive inflection points detection algorithm [24] whose formula is shown as follows:
This method could detect inflection points from sequence data effectively. After detecting the cognitive inflection points, the performance data could be sliced as shown in Figure 9 . The original performance data are shown in Figure 9 (a), and there are three steps in our data slicing algorithm:
Step 1: calculating the accuracy ratio with time to form new sequence{y i |y i ∈ (0, 1), i = 1, . . . , N }, where y i represents the accuracy ratio of performance data from the very beginning to time i according to formula: Figure 9 (b).
Step 2: detecting cognitive inflection points from accuracy sequence {y i |y i ∈ (0, 1), i = 1, . . . , N } recursively where accuracy ratio changed suddenly based on cognitive inflection points detection algorithm. And record the position where important points happened, as shown in Figure 9 (c).
Step 3: splitting the original performance data into intervals according to the position where cognitive inflection points happened, as shown in Figure 9(d) . Each of the split intervals represents different cognitive level respectively.
We summarize our performance data slicing algorithm as algorithm 1, in which cognitive inflection points detection method is shown in algorithm 2. .append((x i ,y i ))
Algorithm 1
6: l − sequence ← [(x 1 , y 1 ), (x i , y i )] //split data 7: r − sequence ← [(x i , y i ), (x n , y n )] 8: Detect(l − sequence, δ) //detect recursively 9: Detect(r − sequence, δ) 10: return
C. TD-BKT MODEL
Temporal difference bayesian knowledge tracing model (TD-BKT) incorporate extracted temporal difference information into knowledge tracing by distributing time-related weight to sliced performance data. Weight distribution follows the rule that it allocates much more weight to recent data segment on the basis of time axis, so knowledge tracing model could focus much more attention on recent performance data to achieve accurate assessment. As shown in Figure 10 , there are totally T performance data which are sliced into S segments according to important points detection algorithm, and the number of performance data within each segment is |t|, t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , S}. Performance data slicing (The first subgraph is original data, and the second subgraph is the accuracy ratio sequence data, the third subgraph is cognitive inflection points detection and the last is sliced performance data based on cognitive inflection points).
FIGURE 10. TD-BKT model (Incorporating temporal difference information into BKT model).
The objective function of TD-BKT model is to maximize time varying logarithm likelihood function shown as follows: After integrating temporal difference information into knowledge tracing model, we need to refine the training algorithm to make it more appliable and effective. Our algorithm for training TD-BKT model is still under EM framework algorithm family consisting of two steps. The first step is as same as E-step in EM framework algorithm, calculating Q(λ,λ) function shown as follows:
According to bayes' theorem, the objective function could be decomposed into solver problems of initial probability, emission probability and transition probability separately, which are shown as follows: 
where b t i k (o t k ) stands for emission probability of k-th observation data from hidden knowledge state to observation state in t-th data segment. These three parts can be used to calculate parameters separately, and the first two of which can be derived according to lagrange multiplier methods and the results are shown as follows:
As emission probability is replaced by logistic probability distribution to integrate multiple subskills, the detailed form of Q function for β could be shown as follows:
where parameters except β could be seen as constant C, and X t k is the k-th feature vector in t-th segment used in logistic probability distribution. α t k is used to represent P(j, O t |λ) which can be easily calculated from forward and backward probability. N is the state number of latent variables andλ denotes the learned parameters from last iteration. We add a regularizer in the last step to make it more generalized. After deriving Q function, Stochastic Average Gradient(SAG) algorithm [25] is adopted to maximize Q function in M-step. This algorithm takes advantages from both Full Gradient(FG) and Stochastic Gradient(SG) methods. Like FG methods, SAG algorithm incorporates a gradient with respect to every sub-objective function, so it could only compute the gradient with respect to a single subobjective function in each iteration. The core part of SAG VOLUME 6, 2018 algorithm is shown as follows:
otherwise (15) and y d i is the gradient of i-th sub-objective function in d-th iteration. µ d is the step size and m is the number of computed sub-objective function so far. As Q(β,λ) is a strongly convex function, the average gradient of Q(β,λ) can be derived as follows:
where each term of Q(β,λ) can be derived according to formula (17):
We summarized our training algorithm for TD-BKT model in algorithm 3, we can see that when S → 1, there is only one segment among observation nodes, and TD-BKT training algorithm degenerates into Baum-Welch algorithm [26] .
V. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
Experiment was carried out on Junyi Academy Math Practicing Log dataset [27] to compare our model against existing knowledge tracing models. The dataset contains results examinees performed on math problems. And the results are composed of 0&1, where 0 means examinee answered incorrectly and 1 for correct answer. There are 8 skills in area knowledge component of experiment dataset, including arithmetic, probability, logics etc. Table 1 gives brief summary of experiment data. In the experiment, data is divided into two parts in accordance with time axis: training dataset and test dataset. Train dataset is used to train knowledge tracing models while test dataset is used to make comparison among models. The evaluation metric [28] used in the experiment is root mean square error (RMSE) whose formula is shown as follows:
where p i represents the predicted probability for items in test datasets within each experimental approach while r i stands for real value for those items. N is the number of items in test datasets.
The baseline approaches we compare in the experiment includes:
PMF [29] : probabilistic matrix factorization is a latent factor model projecting examinees and problems into a lowdimensional space.
Algorithm 3 TD-BKT

Require:
Output Sequence: BKT [6] : a cognitive diagnosis method modelling examinees skill proficiency along with slip and guess factors of learning.
FAST [9] : a novel method that allows efficient general features into knowledge tracing. 
B. EXPERIMENT RESULT
As accuracy ratio reflects the development of cognitive diagnosis for online examinees, Figure 11 tells how accuracy ratio changed along with time axis from the view of respective approach in a general way, in Figure 11 , the red lines denote the actual accuracy ratio along with time axis for experiment data, while green lines, black lines, blue lines, and yellow lines represent the accuracy ratio predicted by BKT, PMF, FAST and TD-BKT.
Generally, it is easy to find from Figure 11 that, no matter how accuracy ratio of performance data changed along with time, BKT model still holds the view that the examinee masters specific skill very well, resulting in an increasing accuracy ratio. More specifically, the accuracy ratio of performance data in several intervals of subgraphs such as the arithmetic(a)(c), the probability(a)(c)(d), the logics(a)(b)(c) decreases along with time axis, which means that there are many incorrect answers in those parts, while BKT model gives a contrary increasing accuracy ratio, which means that the examinee answers correctly on those problem items. The reason lies in BKT model predicts by synthesizing all performance data, which incorporate too much history information into current performance prediction, causing increasing accuracy ratio. Contrasted with BKT model, TD-BKT conducts cognitive diagnosis by differentiating segment importance within performance data, so it puts much attention on current performance data, and decreases influence introduced by history data to some extent. As a result, the cognitive diagnosis for examinees could be more accurate. It is also easy to find that accuracy ratio predicted by TD-BKT fits much better than other knowledge tracing models, especially with time increasing, it shows that TD-BKT could estimate cognitive diagnosis more accurately according to performance data. At the beginning of prediction, BKT based models have a large difference with performance data. Those models start from an initial cognitive level (usually very low) which usually varies from performance data and they need a progress to learn form the data and make correct cognitive diagnosis. After the starting process, the cognitive diagnosis will be accurate gradually. For actual application of TD-BKT in intelligent tutoring system, pre-test is always considered.
To observe how approaches behave at different sizes of test datasets, experiment was done and the results for each approach is shown in Figure 12 . From Figure 12 , it is easy to find that over all skills our proposed TD-BKT model overwhelms other knowledge tracing models a lot. The overall RMSE error of TD-BKT is roughly 0.1 decreased by 15% compared with other approaches. And the RMSE error for TD-BKT decreases along with time while BKT does not follows the rule, it means that TD-BKT could predict examinee's performance much more accurately. The MAE error of TD-BKT is relatively high than RMSE error while it is still the lowest among knowledge tracing models with 0.27 in average. More importantly, with time increasing, the superiority of our proposed model becomes more and more significant.
Fixing training dataset ratio equal to 90%, Figure 13 tells the distribution of difference between wrongly predicted value and real value on each problem item. Points in x-axis stands for correct answer and the difference is 0. From this FIGURE 12. RMSE and MAE result each method shows on different ratio of performance data.
FIGURE 13.
Error points distribution (The distribution of error difference each method shows on three datasets, from which we can see that TD-BKT own least number of error points).
figure, it is easy to find that TD-BKT outperforms other knowledge tracing models with less wrongly answered problem items. The first two subgraphs in each row show the performance performance comparison between TD-BKT and BKT knowledge tracing model, from which we could see that they share similar value difference. But there is less error points within intervals for TD-BKT because it focuses more attention on locality of performance data rather than averaging on the whole performance data. The data within intervals decrease the average accuracy ratio but it is still high enough,which makes BKT model believe that examinee could answer correctly no matter how many items has been answered incorrectly. But TD-BKT could recognize the new intervals and adjust to learn the new trend. As FAST model is still a kind of BKT-based knowledge tracing model, it shares similar performance only with smaller value difference when compared with BKT. And we could also see that FAST model decreases the RMSE error by lowering the difference between predicted value and real value but it does not decrease the number of wrongly answered points. PMF shows lower accuracy with scattering points without no obvious rule for error points distribution.
Case study: Here, we present a case of cognitive diagnosis for an examinee on each skill contained in dataset using BKT, FAST and TD-BKT (as PMF could not make cognitive ability estimation, so PMF is not included here), and the results are shown in table 2. From this table, it tells that BKT and FAST share similar knowledge state estimation and and it seems that the examinee masters each skill. But this is contradictory to the truth because the average correct ratio of the last 10% of performance data is nearly 0.5, which means there are lots of problems answered incorrectly, and the examinee is still in ''GUESS'' state. Compared with the other two models,TD-BKT could tell the exact extent to which the examinee masters a skill. Based on the diagnosis result after analyzing the whole performance data by TD-BKT, the examinee could understand the shortcomings of himself, and furthermore, educators or tutoring systems could plan courses for his improvement individually.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a temporal difference bayesian knowledge tracing model to assess examinees' knowledge state based on performance data. Firstly, we analyzed the drawbacks of bayesian knowledge tracing model. Secondly, we came up with an cognitive inflection points detection based data slicing algorithm to extract temporal difference information from performance data. Thirdly, we integrated the temporal difference information into knowledge tracing by distributing time-related weights to data segments on the basis of time axis. Finally, the experimental results demonstrated that our TD-BKT model could quantitatively and interpretatively analyze knowledge state of online examinees. And we hope that our research work could contribute to future studies. 
